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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the available literature concerning the understanding and improvement of co-design processes. The most pertinent aspects of such processes are presented through an interdisciplinary analysis incorporating contributions from literature in the fields of Engineering Design (ED) and Technology and Innovation Management (TIM). Interactions between design and third parties in a range of co-design situations are examined via a targeted literature review, and a map is developed containing a network of keywords. As a result of this review, key aspects from the literature are summarised and connected through an initial framework characterising, the what, when, who, how and why of co-design. The research motivation arises from the Danish Industry Complex Cleantech Solutions initiative and its need for a conceptual background that integrates the multiple perspectives addressing co-design.
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1. Introduction

Motivation: Co-design and the Danish cleantech industry

The Danish cleantech industry directly involves a wide variety of organisations, including: new technology start-ups, technology based SMEs, big multinationals, public sector initiatives, universities, and research centres. Between the capital region and Zealand, this cluster includes 522 companies containing a large part of the complete supply chain for many of the developed products and employs approximately 30,000 people [1]. This industry also has a profound impact on the population, both in terms of economic development and as users of energy and other new resource efficient solutions [1,2]. The firms participating in this industry develop products and services within the scope of renewable energy, environmental solutions, climate adaption and other also called sustainable, green or resource efficient technologies. Interestingly, despite its comparatively recent formation, the industry has already organically generated public and private associative structures, such as the Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster, State of Green, Copenhagen Capacity, VE-net and The Wind Energy Association. This has resulted in a large number of collaborative research and development projects. Considering solely the Danish Energy Technology Development and Demonstration Programme database (EUDP), there are more than 357 associative energy technology projects since 2010, totalling an amount of 712 million USD [3]. This propensity
for both project generation and association [2,4] positions the Danish cleantech industry as an attractive case example from which to examine co-design activities. Further, due to the multifaceted nature of the activities, such a study lends itself to the integration of different academic perspectives.

To foster industrial collaboration the Danish Industry Foundation formed the Complex Cleantech Solutions (CCS) initiative in October 2011. This initiative acknowledges that urgent sustainability issues cannot be solved through individual technologies, but rather require combinations of them and inter-organisational collaboration. Thus, CCS is proactively seeking to facilitate jointly developed solutions through innovative forms of industrial interactions. Embracing the open innovation paradigm, CCS has a number of aspects that are relevant for this study. Firstly, it puts an emphasis on market pull - against the traditional technology push, creating the need to integrate users and industrial customers at the conceptual and system design levels [5]. Secondly, the development of customised and integrated solutions should happen between a number of companies stressing inter-organisational and inter-disciplinary design relationships [6]. Thirdly, the involved organisations create a shared platform to collaboratively address aspects of the marketing, development and production phases. This defines a situation where the cluster can move from merely transactional exchanges to long-term relational interactions enabling inter-organisational co-design projects [7]. Finally, CCS states [8,9] that currently an integrated method or framework to gather different company areas and industrial partners to collaboratively solve challenging cleantech problems does not exist and needs to be developed.

**Scope of the review**

The word co-design (or codesign) has been used in a variety of research and practice contexts, making it challenging to define the precise boundaries and meaning of the term. The “co” has been interpreted by different authors as concurrent [10,11], collaborative [12,13], cooperative [14,15], collective [10] or community [16,17]. Also, the term is used in computer sciences almost exclusively to describe the concurrent design of hardware and software components of an electronic system, highlighting the technical aspects and challenges of the process [18]. In Engineering Design (ED) the term has been adopted usually as a synonym of concurrent design/engineering [10,11] or as collaborative design [12,13]. In those cases the shared characteristic is an emphasis in socio-technical aspects, processes and tools enabling users, professionals or teams to participate in the design of a product, service or system. In turn, in Technology and Innovation Management (TIM) literature, the use of co-design tends to be associated with the engagement of users in the NPD process (also described as co-creation) [19, 20] or with the description of inter-organisational design relationships, usually with customers or suppliers [21, 22]. This diversity of usages for the term “co-design” creates challenges but also, interestingly, research opportunities; for instance, it allows identifying commonalities and differences in the different co-design situations. It also has the benefit of being used simultaneously in multiple research communities, allowing for the consolidation of common knowledge and best practices without coining yet another term: the rationale as to why this word was selected.

The paper presents a broad literature review of co-design aspects related to coordination, cooperation or collaboration in New Product Development (NPD). Considering the nature of the CCS initiative, this review focuses on complex design environments, where interdisciplinary and cross-boundary collaborations with multiple areas and stakeholders are
necessary for the successful development of new products and systems. The objective is to provide an overview and connect the distinctive contributions to co-design stemming from the fields of Engineering Design (ED) and Technology and Innovation Management (TIM). Although other fields, for example, Organisation and Management Studies, Information Science, and Operations and Production Management also contribute to the understanding of co-design processes, this review will centre its efforts on the contributions of ED and TIM as well as the fuzzy boundary between both fields. This is in order to highlight complementarities between the engineering and management approaches and acknowledge their diverse perspectives.

Although literature reviews for specific aspects of co-design are available [23-28], this review seeks to go beyond one particular perspective, examining the spectrum of scenarios in which the different approaches can be applied. To achieve this, key themes in the literature are identified, described and analysed through targeted readings. A network analysis technique of paper’s keywords is used and subsequently a set of aspects based on common themes described in the literature is proposed as a result.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section two explains the research methodology. Section three presents and discusses the results and introduces the framework. Finally, section four concludes and suggests paths for further research.

2. Research Methodology

To accomplish the objectives of creating a comprehensive mapping of the literature and deriving its common aspects, the methodology has to allow for a systematic discovery and validation of the most relevant concepts. In order to achieve this, the selected methodology combines a quantitative keyword network analysis with a qualitative examination of the literature within the context of the cleantech sector as described in figure 1.

![Diagram of the research steps used for the literature review](image-url)

To build an initial list of relevant keywords in order to commence the research process, various sources with potential to contribute to an integral understanding of the co-design process were reviewed. The first step was the acquisition of information about the NPD process and the collaborative activities of the Danish cleantech industry. This was done through exploratory interviews, industrial visits, the revision of industry reports [1,4,8], and examination of databases [3,29]. With the industrial context and the broad nature of the co-design activities outlined, a targeted review of books [30-33] and papers was undertaken. The sources selected for this first step covered mainly Engineering Design and Technology and Innovation Management. Subsequently, a literature review enabled the building of a list of ten recurrent keywords related to aspects of co-design, which was later used to guide the review

To scan and select relevant journal articles, a Scopus query for title, author keywords and abstract was performed, including each of the concepts previously identified and some variations. The query was limited to the Scopus defined areas of engineering, business and multidisciplinary studies and only to journal articles in English. That led to 4,182 papers, which were later filtered by journal title, limiting the search to only 35 relevant journals from the fields of ED and TIM. This returned 1,429 papers; which after the tabulation of their respective author keywords, titles, journal names and abstracts constituted the base of the subsequent network analysis.

To create the connections between the author keywords and enable the network analysis, a link was defined every time the keyword representing the particular concept reappeared in another article of the sample. The same logic was applied for keywords and their respective journals (intermediated through the articles of that journal). This was complemented utilising co-occurrence significance [34] analysis for the keywords, meaning that keywords that tend to appear more often in the same articles or journals are grouped into clusters, facilitating the identification of commonalities between the concepts. The keyword network analysis was performed using Touchgraph [35] as a tool to build the network map, produce the metrics and define the clusters, with the objective of identify natural groups of concepts that could suggest different perspectives or research themes related to co-design. Once this was done, key articles for each of the representative topics were analysed in depth to identify and validate the concepts previously gathered and build a framework to organise the literature.

Finally, utilising the inputs from the previous steps as well as pre-existent literature reviews of the topics involved, general aspects common to most of the literature were determined.

3. Results and Discussion

This section will describe the overall characteristics, contributions and limitations found in the surveyed literature. The keywords found will be grouped based on their respective research communities and key aspects that characterise their role in co-design situations.

Keyword map and literature analysis

After the contextual industry grounding, the targeted review of books and papers and the identification of 1492 relevant papers, the next step to understand the diverse literature perspectives was to use the keyword network map (elicitation process described in the methodology section). This map permitted the visualisation of relationships between the 2909 unique keywords, their respective articles and the 35 filtered journals. The visualisation of the network of keywords highlights connections between the topics, key areas of concern and differentiates lateral discussions from what constitutes the core and more widely used topics. Figure 2 shows the map restricted to keywords appearing in five or more journal articles. For readability reasons, only keywords either directly related to co-design activities or at least providing a context to interpret the surrounding keywords are displayed.
On the map, white nodes are academic journals and each journal is connected through an edge (line) with a set of keywords represented by the coloured nodes. Each colour is a cluster identified by a betweenness centrality algorithm [36]. In this filtered version there are two clusters: in red, keywords mainly associated with journals in the engineering field, and in blue with management science. Keywords located closer to the other cluster tend to be used in both fields; conversely, the further apart from the other cluster, the more exclusive this keyword is to the particular field. A referential border has been drawn to highlight shared keywords between the two clusters. Keywords at the centre of the graph show recurrent topics and are connected to more journals. Additionally, the size of the halo surrounding each keyword is also a visual indicator of the number of journals in which that particular keyword appears. This indicates the intensity of the research activity beyond one specific community.

Some interesting aspects that can be spotted in the map are the number of keywords involved, the clear differentiation of research angles between engineering and TIM (visually but also in terms of the cluster algorithm) and the keyword dispersion and variety, even inside the respective research communities. Using this network analysis and the literature review, we will take a closer look at the different perspectives and contributions to co-design that the two main fields involved have to offer.

Eighteen keywords (and some variations) were finally identified through the literature review and the analysis of the keyword map as the most relevant concepts to pursue further analysis (Table 1). They represent different research angles, contributing implicitly or explicitly to the understanding of co-design activities in the product development process. The main research communities are determined based on the journals where those keywords tend to appear. A short summary of the area of concern for each term was elaborated based on reading targeted examples of their use. Table 1 also shows how the keyword was originally identified (elicitation source), the number of publications containing the keyword in the title, abstract or author provided keyword (as an indicator or the research activity), the co-design boundaries mostly involved (functional and organisational levels) and the interfaces where the co-design activity generally occurs.

Against this background, co-design will be understood here as the set of interactions, usually mediated through communication instances, between design and one or more areas spanning organisational or functional borders, in order to develop or improve a product, process, service or system [12,15]. Although this concept is similar to collaborative design, its boundaries are wider, encompassing interactions that might be restricted to coordination or cooperation and not only collaboration, thereby allowing to cover all the perspectives included in this study. The distinction between these three levels of “interaction intensity” is important, despite the frequent interchangeable use of those words in the literature [12,23]. Coordination refers to a simple sequence of interdependencies to accomplish tasks efficiently, and does not require active reciprocal participation or direct interaction but only agreements or guidelines that can be imposed as rules [23,37]. Cooperation in turn does imply some sort of reciprocal interaction [23,38] that has to be agreed between the parties, and not just imposed, usually involving sharing information or resources [12]. Collaboration, although requiring coordination and cooperation [23], will be understood as an interaction of a higher order, and an “evolving process whereby two or more social entities actively and reciprocally engage in joint activities aimed at achieving at least one shared goal”, following Bedwell’s 2012 proposition [23].
Figure 2: Keyword network map (filtered). In red (left) keywords associated mainly with *Engineering Design (ED)*, in blue (right) with *Technology and Innovation Management (TIM)* and in white the journals. Lines connect keywords with respective journal(s).
Engineering Design

*Engineering Design* provides a detailed understanding of a diverse set of co-design instances, emphasising the process, activities and people-related aspects [61]. It ranges from a view focused on coordination and cooperation (*Concurrent Engineering, Design for X, Integrated Product Development*) [39] to more collaborative aspects involving a higher level of involvement with third parties in the design process (*Collaborative Design, Collaborative Product Development*) [5,24,40]. It also includes contributions that cut across a wide range of co-design situations, with research areas such as *Communication in Design* [26,50] and *Engineering Knowledge Management* [41]. *Engineering Design* research so far has tended to focus on an intra-organisational view of the NPD and co-design, and only occasionally explores the role of such aspects as inter-organisational innovation networks, incentives and other issues more commonly associated with *Organisation and Management Studies* as well as *Technology and Innovation Management* (*TIM*).

Aspects that can be recognised as distinctive features and contributions from *ED* are:

- The clear understanding of the *stages in the development process*, adding the time dimension as a relevant variable to consider. This is reflected in the number of design process models describing different phases [30,31,62,63]. It is possible to argue that depending on the specific stage of a project, different approaches to co-design are required in issues such as communication [50], tools [45], disciplines involved and knowledge required to participate in the interaction [6, 64].

- Depending on the characteristics of *what is being developed* there can be differences in terms of the complexity [64], knowledge requirements [6] and the management of the process. For example, to co-design a part, a product, an integrated solution or an entire system the challenges can be significantly different [65]. This is relevant because it makes the scope of the co-design project explicit and reveals the literature that better responds to that level of complexity and subsequent level of detail required.

Two additional engineering research areas were identified through the literature review and the keyword map as strongly connected with *Engineering Design* in terms of co-design activities; *Information Sciences* and *Operations and Production Management*.

In terms of *Information Sciences*, the literature involving co-design has been significantly influenced by the developments of communication technologies, creating a bridge with *Computer Sciences* through the *Computer Supported Cooperative/Collaborative Work* (CSCW) research [50]. For example, more than a quarter of the recent journal articles in topics such as collaborative product development and collaborative design come from interactions with this discipline [66]. Despite considering the greater amount of articles published in the field of *Computer Sciences* and filtering through stricter queries, it is clear that facilitating through information technologies synchronous and asynchronous collaboration, cooperation and/or coordination are relevant research spaces. Two reasons seem to drive these developments; the widespread use of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and the cheap communicational infrastructure that the Internet provides [45,50]. Their combination has created numerous CSCW tools, also called groupware, with applications in areas like concurrent engineering and teamwork. This has meant thorough attention to the tools and their possibilities, but it can also distract attention from the socio-technical
dynamics of the collaboration process itself and the important communicational aspects involved [50].

Given the increase in outsourcing and offshoring activities [65], *Operations and Production Management*, has taken its traditional strengths in supply chain and project management into engineering design issues, exploring beyond a transactional view some relational aspects between different partners in NPD. Examples of this are the development of areas such as Design Chain [48,49], Global Product Development [51,52] and Design for X [31, 44]. All these concepts emerged at the intersection between operations, production and engineering design; recognising that the traditional “over the wall” approach between different partners of an NPD process is not enough when the aim is to generate radical innovations [22,67]. *Operations and Production Management* is also an interesting complement to *Engineering Design*, because it brings a network perspective to the relationships between suppliers and industrial customers [21] and recognises their complex interdependencies.

**Technology and Innovation Management**

Research on inter-organisational collaborative innovation networks can be used as a source of influence for decision-making. When such research is considered within the context of industrial networks, business models and other economic incentives, cross-boundary collaborations are encouraged. Furthermore, such collaboration goes on to impact upon the economical feasibility for co-design initiatives [32,33]. Areas like *Open Innovation* and *Technology Transfer* are representative of *TIM* in terms of inter-organisational NPD processes. Their focus is usually on transactional exchanges of technology and intellectual property assets [55], meaning that there are not many examples in the literature of cases or models integrating the collaborative design aspects found in *ED* with the inter-organisational innovation angle of *TIM*. Against this background, *Organisation and Management Studies* provide useful perspectives on cross-boundary communication of domain knowledge to bridge this gap. As an example, Carlile [68,69] uses and appropriates the notion of “boundary objects” as a means to facilitate innovation across boundaries in product development.

Some aspects that *TIM* brings to co-design are:

- A discussion about the *nature of the interface*, where co-design dynamics can be explained in terms of the different objectives or mind-sets of the involved departments, areas or partners. These objectives or mind-sets can be classified as explorative or exploitative and their combinations define the nature of the interface [70,71]. Exploitative strategies focus on current processes and try to improve them gradually while explorative strategies in contrast seek to change and disrupt the status quo [70]. In this context, interactions between pairs such as design-manufacturing are characterised by an interface of the kind explorative-exploitative [70] leading to more tensions and difficulties in terms of the co-design activity because of the lack of sync in the mind-sets. In turn pairs like design-users, design-research and design-marketing can be described as explorative-explorative leading to interfaces with less friction at the conceptual level due to the openness of both sides in terms of exploring conceptual solutions.

- Clear distinctions for the classifications of different *interaction intensities*, describing more precisely the distinctions between collaboration, cooperation and coordination [23]. Not all the projects require or have the organisational skills to go beyond coordination or cooperation [12], therefore it is relevant to make this aspect explicit at the moment of
selecting the strategies. In addition, management literature, and in particular Industrial Marketing, also makes the distinction between relational and transactional exchanges or interactions [72-74] as another form of characterising the interaction intensity. Transactional interactions are short, require low involvement and have a low dependency on the context, thus they can be described as an interaction related to coordination. In contrast, relational interactions are not only repeated over time but require higher involvement given that they are context specific (they are highly dependant on the characteristics of the co-design situation), therefore this interaction fits to what was described before as cooperation or collaboration. Although these issues are also considered implicitly in Engineering Design the use is less consistent and the nomenclature is used sometimes interchangeably in the discussions.

The intersection between Engineering Design and Technology and Innovation Management

As portrayed in the keyword map and the literature summary, there are areas such as New Product Development, Knowledge Management, Creativity, Collaborative Innovation and general innovation studies that act as bridges or common currency between the disciplines of Engineering Design and Technology and Innovation Management. Some aspects that emerge as significant contributions to the understanding of co-design at this intersection are:

- The discussion of organisational, physical and knowledge closeness. This discussion helps group factors related with the composition and general nature of the team and are focused mainly on the interaction across boundaries and people-related aspects. Considering that the design activity is heavily influenced by knowledge distribution and diversity of teams [6], interfaces involved [71], organisational boundaries [75] and physical proximity [76,77], these aspects appear as an important set of variables to consider. Some levels that can be identified are the functional design team (most of the project design activity occurs inside the design team itself, and an over-the-wall approach is predominant in the interactions with other functions), inter-functional teams (co-design situations inside of the company between functional areas), inter-organisational functional teams (co-design between design teams spanning different organisations) and inter-organisational cross-functional teams (co-design with areas different to design in external organisations). This spectrum of possibilities is enriched by considerations of physical and cultural distances between the teams. The categories above are an adaptation of Sullivan (2003) [77] and Kleinsmann’s (2007) [40] characterisation of the possible levels of collaboration, where there is an explicit recognition of the differences between collaborations crossing functional disciplines [56] as well as organisational boundaries [60].

- What could be characterised as the novelty objective of an NPD project is a common distinction made in both Engineering Design and Technology and Innovation Management literature but using different terminology. For example Pahl and Beitz [78] describe designs as original, adaptive or variant while in TIM terminology the results of the NPD process could be defined as a radical innovation or an incremental innovation [79]. Although the meaning is not the same; in ED it is about the design objectives defined upfront while in TIM it is about the results, there is a common understanding that depending on the desired results of the NPD process different strategies will be required. In co-design terms this is relevant because based on the objective of the co-design activity (in terms of the novelty of the solutions pursued) different approaches are more or less
appropriate. For example concurrent engineering centres on the parallelisation of tasks and coordination of activities of different areas in the engineering process [39], but its systematic approach is probably more suitable for incremental improvements. In contrast, collaborative design seems more suitable for original results given its greater emphasis on the exploration of different solutions through the engagement of actors with a wider knowledge base [21,40].

An integrated perspective of the literature with design at the centre

Considering the previous points, it is possible to frame co-design relationships in the development of new products or systems as a set of interactions between pairs of actors. Pairing of actors mainly occurs between the areas of engineering design and third parties, where designers takes a central role as integrators and translators of requirements from a diverse group of stakeholders [6,62]. The proposed pairs configure interfaces such as design-manufacturing [70,80], design-marketing [81], design-design [82] (interactions between designers in different teams) and design-research [83]. These interfaces can occur at different levels and intensities and assume a range of combinations of explorative-exploitative behaviours [86]. The differences can lead to tensions, for example the inter-functional, explorative-exploitative design-manufacturing interface creates difficulties in the collaboration process due to different functional dependencies [42] and different mental models [70]. This is aggravated even further in the case of inter-organisational relationships where cultural and communicational factors increase the distances [51]. This also occurs within the engineering design process itself, where arguably there is an explorative-exploitative interface between, for example, teams working in embodiment design and simulation [82], creating a situation similar to the one exhibited by the design-manufacturing interface.

Towards the development of a cross-disciplinary framework for co-design

Through the analysis of the most distinctive aspects identified above for ED and TIM literature, and considering frameworks and taxonomies from preceding reviews in collaborative product development [40], collaborative design [12,21,27,40] and the management of knowledge across boundaries [56,68,69], a set of aspects characterising co-design scenarios is proposed. These aspects should help distinguish the most characteristic contributions from each field, facilitating the identification of adequate approaches for a range of co-design situations. Figure 3 introduces and organises the proposed aspects. Its purpose is to act as a first step towards the development of a comprehensive framework able to describe and support co-design situations.

From Engineering Design the proposed framework includes:

- **When** in the NPD process the co-design occurs through the distinction between key design stages such as concept development, system level design and detailed design [30,62]

- The nature of **what** is being developed through the distinction between co-designing components/parts, a whole product or a system/integrated solution [86]
From *Technology and Innovation Management* the framework includes two aspects describing “how” the co-design process is carried out:

- The nature of the design-x interface (explorative-exploitative or explorative-explorative) [70,71]
- The interaction intensity in terms of the spectrum between coordination and collaboration previously explained [12,23]. This interaction intensity can also be mapped distinguishing between transactional or relational interactions [72-74]

At the intersection between *Engineering Design* and *Technology and Innovation Management* the framework includes:

- A characterisation of organisational, physical and knowledge closeness through the different modes in which interactions can be arranged [40,77]. This can be interpreted as the “who” in terms of co-designing.
- The objective of the NPD project, or in other terms “why” is the co-design project being pursued. The answer in this case can be framed as the need to develop either an original, adaptive or variant design [78] or alternatively the want for incremental or radical innovation [79].

![Figure 3: Aspects characterising co-design](image-url)
4. Conclusions and further research

The contributions of this paper are twofold: Firstly to provide a cross-disciplinary perspective, integrating ED and TIM, from where to explore literature sources with potential to explain or improve a range of co-design activities. Secondly, the identification of key aspects behind the different research perspectives that help in the development of a framework including the When, Who, What, How and Why of co-design. The aim of the proposed framework was to make a set of diverse literature viewpoints on co-design explicit. This facilitates the work of practitioners and researchers attempting to consolidate knowledge - a challenging task evidenced by the number of keywords identified and the conceptual overlap between them.

Design can be understood as a pivot of co-design interactions. Its objective is not only to design taking into account the needs or constrains of a third party (design for X), but actively inviting, guiding and engaging third parties, effectively sharing the “design canvas” with them. The need for this proactive and leading role of design is stressed in environments requiring disruptive innovation such as the Cleantech Complex Solutions initiative, where a large part of the activities and money is spent at the development stage, making “design – X” interfaces a common denominator of collaborative interactions.

Although informational technologies are enabling unprecedented possibilities in terms of distributed design and concurrent engineering, it is critical to remember that design is a social, creative and interactive process. Furthermore, it is a process that is enriched by collaboration, and thus relies heavily on people designing. The creative input required in this process is beyond the scope of what any tool can provide. Additionally, an integrated view that considers the multifaceted co-design process in context is required. This entails identifying, understanding and supporting the dynamics (when) of the design process, its participants (who), the characteristics of the new product or service designed (what), the mode that the co-design process adopts (how) and the reason behind the co-design project (why). The diversity of angles justifies the proposed integration of Engineering Design and Technology and Innovation Management perspectives for the advancement of co-design practices in industry and society.

In terms of this research, further work in the cleantech industry will allow for refinement of the analysis and for documenting co-design activities in industry practice in greater detail. The aim is to develop a robust characterisation of co-design situations that can be used in industry and also help with the conceptual organisation of research in this field.
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